
 

 

Luna Fatale Drafting Tables Comparison Chart v5.3.1 

PRODUCT NAME FEATURES ANIMATIONS *7 

Couples Animated 
Drafting / Drawing  

Tables 

*1 
Progressive 
Drawings 

*2 
Load Your Own  
Drawing & Art 

*3 
Base 
Prims 

*4 
Advanced 
Materials 

*5 
Auto 
Props 

*6 
Table 
Lamps 

Single 
Drafting 

& Review 

Couples 
Drafting 

& Review 

“Antique 1920’s” 
Industrial 

Revolution Styling 
  8    5  9  7 

“Austrian Steel” 
Reproduction of 
Austrian Classic 

  5    6  9  7 

“Craftsman” 
An American 

Classic 
  5    3  9  7 

“Shaker” [2] 
Quality, Simplicity 
and  Functionality 

  5    1  9  7 

“Home” Edition 
Shaker Styling [1] 

  4    1  2  3 

“Office” Edition 
Modern Industrial 

Styling [1] 
  4     2  3 

 

[1] These Legacy Products have been discontinued; existing customers were upgraded to the Premier “Shaker” Styled 

table as they are the closest in styling to the legacy product.  

[2] Includes a pair of tables, one in Curly Maple, and another in American Walnut. 

*1 Animated Art can simulate the painting of a picture, the progression of a drawing; or can be used to do a “slide 

show”. 

*2 Product comes pre-loaded with a progressive drawing, however for a modest fee you can purchase and install 

“Expansion Packs”. Expansion packs are available for Artwork, Sailboat Plans, Power Boat plans, Architecture, Fashion 

Design, Vintage Radio Schematics, Aircraft Plans, Dirigibles and Interior Design. Others are planned for availability soon. 

Additionally you can create and load your own progressive drawings.  

 Note: Expansion packs do not include textures and have no value w/o the table). 

*3 Total Land Impact Prims (Prim Equivalents) for the table, stool and drawings. Props and Lamps require additional 

prims. The higher prim count tables are much more detailed.  

 Note: The tables can be configured to auto-rez and un-rez props, on sit and stand, to reduce Land Impact when the 

table is not in use. 

*4 Our premier line of products implement Second Life’s new Advanced Materials. This allows builders to utilize Normal 

and Specular maps directly in SL in order to add depth and realism to builds in a way only previously available in 3D 

modeling applications. In order to experience this you need to have a “Materials Enabled” viewer and check the 

Advanced Lighting Model checkbox. The Advanced Lighting Model checkbox is on the Graphics tab of your viewer’s 

Preference menu. Legacy tables use quality standard SL textures as materials. 



 

 

Legacy information: Continued effort to produce realistic shadow prims has been curtailed due to the trend by SL 

residents implementing the Advanced Lighting Model (ALM) and Shadows. Enabling the Advanced Lighting Model (on 

the Graphics tab of your viewer’s Preferences menu) is required in order to see Advanced Materials. It is our belief that, 

like Mesh, Advanced Materials is the wave of future builds in SL and that in order to have a quality SL experience 

residents will want to have a Mesh and Advanced Materials enabled viewer (and have the Preferences set to enable 

enjoying them). As hardware (both PCs and graphics cards) become faster and more affordable this trend will continue. 

Shadow prims not only get in the way of the dynamic shadows that SL can provide, but they also add another prim to 

the build. Future releases will contain scripting to turn off shadows for those using ALM and Shadows. Until that time, 

for those implementing ALM and Shadows, simply place the object so the shadow prim falls below the surface. 

*5 There are over a dozen rezzable and wearable props provided; including such things as: 

 T-Square 

 Pencils 

 Pencil Sharpener (traditional “spin-top” design) 

 Drafting Triangle (45/90) 

 Drafting Scale (3-sided) & Drafting Rule (2-sided) 

 Dividers 

 Engineering Books 

 Ceramic Coffee Cup full of pencils, dividers and rule 

 Note: The tables can be configured to auto-rez and un-rez props, on sit and stand, to reduce Land Impact when the 

table is not in use. 

*6 Luna Fatale makes available half a dozen different Desk Lamps and “clamp on style” Drafting Table Lamps. Some of 

these lamps are available individually in the in-world store and also as a “Fat Pack” of five(5) lamps at both the in-world 

and Market Place stores. Some (or all) clamp-on style lamps are included with some versions of the drafting table.  

 Note: The Austrian Classic includes all five (5) lamps and an additional Special Edition using the same Advanced 

Materials as the metal parts of the table. 

*7 All animations are from the best animation creators in second life most are very high quality MoCap (motion capture) 

animations, there are no static poses.  


